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AcknAckn o wledgemen is 

Whatt to do if one has a diversity of goals and limited time available? Just start and see 
whatt happens! In retrospect I can say it took quite some time, but it worked out just fine. 
Butt believe me when I say that one needs an incredible amount of support from 
everybodyy near to you. 

Whatt I wanted was plain and simple: doing fundamental research in an outstanding 
Americann university in order to fulfi l the requirements for a PhD degree. Why 
fundamentall  research? Well, I think that once back into a clinical setting one might profit 
aa lot of what one learned from doing research on a basic level. Why an American 
institutionn while the Dutch are quite proud of their own universities? I think that it is a 
valuablee experience to live and learn outside one's well-protected "home" environment 
forr a while. Why writing a thesis? It is a perfect way to straighten out what one has 
learnedd during years of research. 

Anotherr goal Paul, my husband, and I set ourselves out to do is to start a family. We 
noticedd that there would never be a 'right time', with regard to our careers, so we decided 
nott to wait another ten years. We know all too well that you may wish to have a family, 
butt cannot plan to have one. We were very lucky, we do have three wonderful daughters 
now:: Anne Claire, Sophie Louise, and Emma Romée. We adore them! They add so much 
too our life, but they also need us in their lives as well. I still have to find a balance in being 
aa mom, being a wife, and being a doctor. I certainly hope that in the end everything works 
outt fine. 

Andd last but not least, I wanted to enjoy life in New York, but at the same time having 
thee convenience of living in a nice, cosy home in a suburban neighborhood. And yes, 
thesee goals where met too. New York, New York is truly "The City That Never Sleeps". 
Wee have done and seen a lot: jogging in Central Park, visiting the Metropolitan Museum 
off  Art, attending different concert series in Carnegie Hall (without being on a waiting list 
first),, dining in the Oak Room, strolling through Soho and shopping everywhere. We also 
spentt the hot summer weekends relaxing on the exclusive beaches of Greenwich, 
Connecticutt or just enjoying the never-ending hustle and bustle of the squirrels in our 
backyard.. Spending summertime on our favorite island Nantucket. As you can imagine, 
wee really had a perfect time in the United States. 

Goingg back to where I started: doing research and writing this thesis. There is no way 
too get things done without the tremendous help and support of many people. This thesis is 
thee result of collaboration with a lot of people I am so thankful to. I would like to express 
myy feelings of gratitude to everyone, who is in any way related to the realization of this 
thesis.. However I wish to thank a few of them by name. 

Firstt of all my dearest husband Paul: Thank you for being so helpful and patient as 
welll  as being such a wonderful father, so that I never have to worry about anything. I love 
youu so much! It hasn't always been easy, and I know I didn't show my appreciation too 
often,, but I would not have achieved all this without you. Thank you for being you, and 
beingg there for me. 

Annee Claire, Sophie Louise, and Emma Romée: You make it easy to put things in 
perspective.. I can't imagine life without you; I love the three of you indefinitely. My 
parents,, and parents-in-law: for taking care of the kids whenever needed. (And especially 
myy father-in-law, who takes care of everything imaginable around the house). My sister 
Brigitte,, who came over to the States to take care of everything for many weeks in a row, 
whenn I needed to work on the thesis. My sister Ingrid for creating the cover, and being 
theree for me. And my brother Steven: the silver needs to be polished again! 
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Myy advisor dr. David Spray. Dear Dave, as you probably know, I am indebted to you a 
lot.. Your endless friendship and support, the freedom you gave me to do it my own way, 
youu being very understanding for my heart mainly beating for beating cells. A perfect 
teacherr to learn how to put experiments into very interesting papers. Thank you so much! 

Dr.. Giel Janse, thank you for giving me the opportunity to defend this thesis at my 
ownn university. Your practical insights and constructive way of thinking was very useful. 

Deliaa Vieira-Cruz, and Marcia Urban, being our technicians and my very special 
friends.. Nobody can deny that a huge part of the thesis is yours. Your skills, your 
teaching,, and especially your friendship; always being welcome. Also send my love to 
Jeffersonn and Isaac! 

Drs.. Marc Chanson and Brenda Kwak: Dear Marc, my first year in NY, teaching me 
electrophysiologyy and playing squash. The roots for everything that followed, especially 
ourr friendship. Thank you so much. Dear Brenda, having fun going to med-school 
together,, infect me with the gap junction bug, and pushing me over the last hurdle. Our 
friendshipp is uncomplicated and everlasting, and your critical comments are invaluable. 
Youu and Marc are really special to me. 

Dr.. Renato Rozental, I thank you so much for listening and advising when needed. I 
reallyy enjoyed, and I am sure, will enjoy our friendship with you, Adriana, and the two 
'princes'' in the future. 

Dearr Fran, I would like to thank you for so many things. Besides all the secretarial 
workk you are doing for the lab, I have to thank you for always being there for me. Just 
listening,, giving me advice, looking after my little ones, making them happy with 
presents,, which they always liked better than anything else. 

Joee Zavilowitz, you probably don't know how bad my day was, when something broke 
downn and you were not available. Your technical help with everything that was connected 
too tubes or wires was invaluable. And still, when coming to New York I always look 
forwardd seeing you again, and to hear how you're doing. Until next time! 

Dr.. Sylvia Suadicani, we first met after I left New York. You took care of the heart 
calciumm wave experiments, and did an outstanding job. But you also helped out on my 
thesiss in New York while I was in The Netherlands. Making sure that everything was 
theree when needed. Thanks for helping me, and being my friend. 

II  would like to thank everyone attending the Friday afternoon pizza meeting, 
especiallyy dr. Mike Bennett; your questions and advice meant a lot to me. Just a 'well 
done'' from you made my day. 

Dr.. Habo Jongsma and dr. Martin Rook, I really appreciate that you showed interest in 
myy work. Your advice and guidance was very useful and I felt that my way of thinking 
wass in line with yours. That made me feel confident that I was heading into the right 
direction. . 

Drs.. Lisa Moore and Mike Waltzman, I simply learned a lot from you guys. When will 
wee meet again? Thanks. 

Dr.. Van der Meer, thank you for getting my thoughts organized. 
Onee telephone call away from help, no distance to friendship: Ingrid and Hans, Linda 

andd Herman, Josee and Foppe. Thanks a lot. 
Att last I would like to thank ING for giving Paul the opportunity to work in New 

York,, so that I was able to work on my PhD at the same time. 
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